THE HOOKED AND LOCKED
CROCHET ALONG
THE PRACTICE PIECE

INFORMATION
This pattern is part of the Hooked and Locked Crochet Along, or the HAL CAL in short.
All information can be found on my website: https://www.thecraftsteacher.com/. You will find
step by step tutorials there with lots of pictures how to do interwoven crochet, and how to read
the charts and the written pattern below. It will stay there also after the CAL for free. You can find
the accompanying tutorial video’s on my YouTube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/c/TheCraftsteacher.

It is not allowed to copy this pattern or share this, digitally or in print, with others without my explicit
permission. This is for private use only. This can be downloaded for free at www.thecraftsteacher.com. The
pattern charts, the description and all pictures are the property of Anneke Perelaer, aka The Craftsteacher
aka De Handwerkjuf. Please respect the hard work I did! Disclaimer: I am not responsible for any damage as
a result of errors in the pattern.

CHARTS

Frontside pattern
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Backside pattern
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PATTERN DESCRIPTION
ROW 0
Color 1: row 0a
Make a base of 41 stitches.
Color 2: row 0b
Make a base of 39 stitches.
ROW 1
row 1a - front:
 color 2 in front
 side st
 *(back, front)* 10x
row 1b - front:
 *(front, back)* 10x
ROW 2
row 2a - back:
 color 2 to back
 side st
 *(back, front)* 10x
row 2b - front:
 *(back, front)* 10x
ROW 3
row 3a - front:
 color 2 in front
 side st
 *(back, front)* 10x
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row 3b - front:
 *(front, back)* 10x
ROW 4
row 4a – back:
 color 2 to back
 side st
 *(back, front)* 10x
row 4b – back:
 *(back, front)* 10x
ROW 5-20
Repeat rows 3a, 3b, 4a, 4b 7 times. After that repeat row 3a, 3b en 4a one more time. You will
have 20 squares on the outside at each side.
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